transfer
your way to

CPA

The Essential Guide to Transferring
to a Four-Year Accounting Program

Transferring to UC

bit.ly/UCTransferRequirements

Three things to keep in mind
1. Meeting minimum requirements
2. Preparing for your major
3. General education courses

Business Administration Transfer Pathway
bit.ly/UCBusAdminTransferReq

Course expectations








Microeconomics
Macroeconomics
Single variable calculus (one-year sequence)
Statistics
Introduction to business (including finance)
Financial accounting
Managerial accounting

To check which of your community college courses satisfy the Pathway
course expectations at multiple UC campuses, refer to the UC Transfer
Pathways Guide for a summary list.
bit.ly/UCCollegePathway
Use ASSIST to find specific classes ordered at your community college
that will satisfy the expected coursework at a specific
UC campus. assist.org/

Applicable majors
The Business Administration Pathway applies to the degree programs
listed below.
 Business administration, B.A. at Irvine
 Business administration, B.S. at Berkeley
 Business administration, B.S. at Riverside
 Business management economics, B.A. at Santa Cruz
 Management and business economics, B.S. at Merced
 Managerial economics, B.S. at Davis

CalCPA Student Membership

Students can join CalCPA for FREE at calcpa.org/joinfree and utilize
specific member resources, all intended to help launch a CPA career.
As a CalCPA student member you’ll have access to:
 Find Jobs and post your résumé
 Student Firm Guide with information on over 120 California
public accounting firms
 Members-only resources to help you become a CPA
 Exclusive discounts for student members
 Scholarships
 Webcasts just for YOU
 Electronic California CPA magazine subscription
 Represent CalCPA on your campus
 Networking opportunities with more than 40,000 members throughout
the state

AICPA Student Affiliate Membership

Undergraduate and graduate students planning to pursue their CPA
license are encouraged to join the AICPA as Student Affiliate Members.
Membership is completely FREE and provides access to a variety of
resources designed to support students on their journey to licensure,
including:
 More than 100 academic scholarships totaling over $650,000;
 Opportunity to find a mentor via the AICPA Online Mentoring Program
 Up to 80% off regular prices on AICPA Certificate Programs covering
emerging topics in accounting;
 Discounts on products and services from Hertz, Dell, Lenovo and more;
 Access to the online version of the Journal of Accountancy;
 E-newsletters such as the AICPA News Update and CPA Letter Daily
Students can join for free at ThisWayToCPA.com/Join.
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LOOKING BEYOND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
 It’s your future. And it’s brighter and
closer than you might think.

Community college is a great starting point
for many students. Now that you’ve decided
to pursue accounting (and potentially become
a CPA), transferring to a four-year college or
university will be your next step. This guide
can help you through the process by keeping
you on track and ensuring you’re taking all the
right steps to make it happen.

 get

involved.

If your career plan could involve becoming a certified public
accountant (CPA), you’ll want to connect and network with
professionals who already are CPAs. Joining the AICPA (*the*
professional home for CPAs) and your state’s CPA society is
a good place to start. Many state societies offer membership
at little or no cost to students. You can become an AICPA
Student Affiliate member for free at ThisWayToCPA.com/
newAICPAmember. Be sure to explore and take advantage of
all the benefits that memberships in these organizations offer—
they’re good for way more than just lines on your resume.
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WHEN SHOULD
I TRANSFER?
 Knowing what you want is the first step.
Knowing how to get it is the next.

Now that you’ve decided to transfer to a
four-year program, your next step is figuring
out when. Here are some things to keep in
mind when deciding if it’s time:
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Complete your associate’s degree. · Research
shows students who obtain their associate’s degree
before going on to a four-year school are more likely
to graduate with a bachelor’s degree or higher. Having
an associate’s degree under your belt can make the
transfer process easier — especially if you’re staying
in the same state. Plus, it can help you get your foot in
the door for a job at a small business or firm where you
can gain some real-world accounting experience.
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Shop around. · Take the time to research the
universities you’re interested in. Make sure that all the
schools you’re considering are accredited. That means
they’re recognized in the educational community
and by future employers. Accreditation also qualifies
enrolled students for access to federal financial aid.
Whenever possible, visit campuses in person to get
a feel for school culture and more information about
their accounting programs. Sitting in on a class is a
good way to see if a school is right for you. Set up a
meeting with an admissions counselor to help you plan
your visit; get permission to attend a class and ask any
questions you may have face to face.

 accreditation

matters

As an accounting student, you’ll want to make sure that
the four-year program you choose is accredited. The
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB) and the Accreditation Council for Business
Schools and Programs (ACBSP) are the benchmarks in
business and accounting education accreditation. Visit
ThisWayToCPA.com/Colleges to find a list of accredited
schools and universities.

Understand what transfers. · Before you change
schools, you’ll want to know which credits will transfer
with you (and how). It could be that one of the schools
you’re interested in accepts more of your existing credits
than the others. The bottom line: Don’t pull the trigger
until you’ve done your research. (More about this in the
next chapter.)

Stay focused. · Many CPAs have started where you
are right now and transferred their way to successful
careers. You can do it too. Considering all that you’re
juggling — between your current course load, work-life
and personal demands — it’s understandable that you
might feel overwhelmed at times. When you do, it’s
important to keep your end goal in mind. Know that
people generally want you to succeed and are usually
willing to help. It’s the whole reason this guide exists.

ALL ACCOUNTING
CLASSES ARE NOT
CREATED EQUAL.
 You can always transfer, but all your credits
might not.

When it comes to accounting courses,
uniformity across schools isn’t a given.
Your school’s Principles of Accounting class
might not meet the same requirements as
your next school’s Principles of Accounting
class. They might not even offer a Principles
of Accounting class. These are the details
you’ll want to pay attention to and research
thoroughly before taking the next step
to transfer.
Generally speaking, eligible transfer credits are limited
to courses taken during the freshman and sophomore
years. The exact grades that must be maintained
for courses to transfer varies from school to school,
but often require a grade of “C” or higher. Upper-level
accounting courses typically don’t transfer, which can
be a waste of time and money — so save the more
specialized courses until after you’ve transferred.
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Be sure to check out your state or future school’s
articulation agreement and equivalency databases.
Articulation agreements typically either guarantee that
the associate’s degree you’re obtaining will satisfy
all freshman and sophomore general education
requirements at the four-year university or will specify
a list of courses that will be treated as equivalents.
Similarly, equivalency databases can give you a clearer
picture of which specific courses will transfer and
how they will count. Combing through articulation
agreements and equivalency databases can help you
avoid having to retake classes that are the same (or
similar to) ones you’ve already completed.

Having trouble finding this? Try typing “articulation
agreement” plus your state into your search engine.
It should give you an idea of the courses you’ve taken
that are likely to transfer to a four-year university.
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 dissect

the differences.

In case it hasn’t been etched in your mind just yet, be sure
to cross-reference your current course descriptions with
those of your desired school(s). Make a point to discuss
any differences you find with your community college
professors and explore possible ways to incorporate
elements that will help you better prepare for the
curriculum you’ll find as an upperclassman at a four-year
college or university.

FINANCING YOUR
INVESTMENT
 Financial smarts can pay off when it
comes to funding your education.

Graduating with as little debt as possible is
always the goal. But increasing tuition costs
continue to make that goal a challenging one.
The good news is there are so many ways to
lessen the financial burden. Just make sure
you’ve done plenty of research so you can
avoid potential scams or private loans that
carry high interest rates or other hefty fees.
Student loans · Filling out a Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is a great place to start.
Your application will help you find out if you’re eligible
for any subsidized or unsubsidized loans, a Federal Pell
Grant or other aid in your state. You can get a hard copy
of the form at your school’s financial aid department, or
electronically at FAFSA.ed.gov.
Depending on your Expected Family Contribution (EFC),
you might not be responsible for very much of the
costs associated with your education. Just be sure
you fully understand your financial aid package before
you accept it. After all, once your diploma is in hand,
10

you’ll have six months before you must start repaying
it — so double-check you’re not signing on for a lifetime
of debt. Get all your questions answered *before* you
sign on the dotted line.

Scholarships and grants · While FAFSA is the
first step, it’s certainly not the only one. Next, research
scholarships and additional grants that may be
available. Don’t get lulled into thinking that these
opportunities are limited to straight-A students. While
grades are often a factor, many local scholarships and
grants are based on volunteerism, community service
or religious affiliation. Don’t forget to look into financial
aid options for accounting students through your
state’s CPA society and the AICPA as well. Also, check
your current and future schools’ websites for additional
scholarship and grant opportunities.

The AICPA Legacy Scholars program offers a scholarship
specifically for community college students who are
transferring to a four-year school. It’s a great way to not
only get money for school but also to help you develop
more of the soft skills today’s employers are looking
for. Get the details and apply at ThisWayToCPA.com/
TransferScholarship. There you’ll also see a link to a
national scholarship search tool you can use.
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Some scholarships and grants may require you to
submit an essay to be considered. If this extra step
sounds intimidating, keep in mind that composing one
could mean the difference between taking out an extra
loan or being handed a sum you’ll never have to repay.
Visiting your community college’s writing center (if it
has one) is the perfect way to push your essay from
good to grant-winning. Spending that extra time will be
well worth the investment.

 finding

your financial formula

Scholarships can be one part of your overall financial
puzzle. If you currently have loans, student or otherwise,
be sure to consider your entire financial picture and
repayment projections so that you know exactly how much
you’re on the hook for. This will help you better understand
how much more you could potentially take out in loans
and how much you should try to depend on financial
opportunities that don’t need to be repaid. Search U.S.
scholarships that fit your needs at
ThisWayToCPA.com/FindScholarships.

Government loans · Typically, government
programs (such as Stafford loans) have much lower
interest rates, making their repayment terms much
more manageable than other loan options. While
repayment on these also begins six months after
graduation, keep in mind that if you decide to quit going
to school for any reason and stop short of earning
your degree, you’ll still be responsible for any loans or
government assistance you received.

 weighing

your options

It’s typically smart not to take out more money than you
need through loans and other options. Even though having
extra funds might be nice while you’re in school, when it
comes time to pay them back it won’t be. On the other
hand, you don’t want to take out too little and max out
your credit cards either, as those generally have much
higher interest rates. The best way to avoid both is to set a
*realistic* budget — and stick to it.

AVOIDING
TRANSFER SHOCK
 If getting your bearings doesn’t happen right away,
give it some time.

Every college has its unique atmosphere. In
addition to adjusting to a new campus, higherlevel classes may also require some getting
used to — as they typically involve more group
work and study time than the ones you are
used to at this point. A good rule of thumb is
to plan on spending two hours of studying for
every hour in class.

 being

hands-on helps

Look for classes that include real-world applications, such as
group projects or those that involve case studies and other
forms of experiential learning. These will not only help you
acquire knowledge, but also help you better develop the soft
skills you’ll need to succeed in the working world — including
the ability to work in teams, present and communicate well
with others.
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Before you attend a class, it’s a good idea to read the
chapter or subject matter you’ll be discussing that day.
Coming prepared turns lectures into more of a review
of the material. That helps you to more easily soak up
all you’re hearing and to be ready with any questions
you have. During class, focus on taking even more
detailed notes than you’re used to, as these can often
answer questions that come up as you’re studying.
Advanced courses tend to include longer and different
types of exams, papers and presentations. These will
require additional time outside of your planned study
schedule to complete and prepare. For some classes,
your grade may be determined by just two exams — a
midterm and a final. Also, be aware that just because
something isn’t covered in class doesn’t mean it’s not
important, or that it can’t show up on an exam.
Professors in upper-level courses are often focused on
preparing you for your future career or graduate work.
This means you’ll be expected to think analytically,
learn independently and be asked to demonstrate your
knowledge in class discussions. While the faculty may
seem more (or less) formal than what you’re used to
and possibly have different teaching methods, their end
goal is still the same. Don’t be afraid to take advantage
of your professor’s office hours to help close the gap.
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tips for a smooth
transition:
 Visit the campus.
Checking out a campus in person is the best way to find
out if a school is right for you. If it’s possible, go more than
once. This will give you a more well-rounded idea of what
campus life is like and how you’ll fit in there.

 Get to know the accounting department.
Introducing yourself to administrators and professors
within the department can give you a head start on
building valuable relationships. While meeting professors
face to face at a larger university might not be realistic,
ask if you’re able to sit in on a class. This will show you
the level of academic intensity you can expect.

 Attend orientation.
Once you’ve selected (and been selected by) a school,
attend its student orientation. If your new academic
home doesn’t have a traditional orientation, ask about a
prospective students’ day, admitted students’ day or a
transfer students’ day. This is where you’ll learn invaluable
information about your new school, meet advisors,
counselors and professors, register for classes and meet
other incoming transfer students to begin building your
social network.
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 Meet with a counselor or academic advisor.
Once you’re enrolled, review your new school’s
academic catalog online and make an appointment
to meet with an academic advisor. If you’re unable
to attend in person, see if they can schedule a call
or video chat instead. Again, this might not be
possible at a larger school, but it never hurts to ask.

 Talk to current students.
You’ll likely learn the most about what to expect in
your next academic step by talking to someone who’s
already doing it. Peer-to-peer recommendations are
often the best way to find out what student life and
academic expectations are like. If you don’t know
any students there, ask your current professors if
they have any former students who transferred to the
school you’ll be attending and request an introduction.
Or ask someone in your new school’s accounting
department.
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THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
ACCOUNTANTS
& CPAs
 Transferring is your next step. One that opens
you up to a world of possibility.

All CPAs are accountants, but not all
accountants are CPAs. Both handle the
financial dealings of individuals, companies
and organizations, taking care of tasks such
as preparing and examining financial records
and reports. However, CPAs are certified
professionals, which means they can do more
and take their careers further. By becoming
licensed as a CPA, these higher-level
accountants have proven themselves through
their education and experience, resulting
in greater opportunities (and often more of
them) throughout their careers.

Sources: 1. Source: Robert Half, 2017 Accounting & Finance Salary Guide 2. Becker, What You Can
Earn as a CPA 3. National Association of State Boards of Accountancy, Five Popular Reasons for
Earning a CPA License 4. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook
Handbook, 2016-17 Edition, Accountants and Auditors
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 cpas

are accountants who:

 Have met their state’s requirements for higher
education, work experience and ethics, have passed all
four sections of the CPA Exam and are licensed by their
state’s board of accountancy.
 Make 5%-15% higher salaries than their non-CPA
counterparts — which can add up to more than
$1,000,000 over a 40-year career.1, 2
 Likely receive more frequent and higher-level
promotions into leadership and managerial roles. In
fact, firms value the CPA designation so much that
many even invest in helping employees attain it.
 Experience greater job security due to a need for
qualified accounting professionals in the market.
 Garner more respect and trust as a result of attaining
licensure, which includes a focus on exhibiting high
ethical standards.
 Are offered more and more opportunities to travel
abroad for work as globalization increases — especially
those who are multilingual and multicultural.3
 Have a competitive edge over non-CPAs who are
applying for the same position.4
 Can start their own firm and be their own boss.
 Can become even more specialized with additional
designations and credentials.
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TRANSFER CHECKLIST
 Staying on track is exceedingly difficult,
if you don’t have a track to begin with.

Whenever you start a journey or process, it’s
helpful to have milestones to keep up with
your progress. Without them, it can be hard to
remember everything you’ve already done and
how much you have left to go. Transferring to
a four-year university is no different. There are
some basic “rules” you don’t want to overlook.
Break out your calendar now so you can start
planning for your transfer well in advance, and
check the boxes as you go:
22

4-6 semesters before you transfer
 Speak to a transfer counselor or academic advisor
at your school.
 Review the articulation agreement published by your
state and/or the school(s) you’re considering.
 Research transfer guides specific to your major on
your community college’s website.
 Search online to see if your state (or future school,
if you’ve picked one) has a transfer equivalency
database so you can get a better understanding of
how (or whether) your specific courses will transfer
between schools.
 Learn about the general education requirements at
the future school(s) you’re considering.
 Look for scholarship and grant opportunities.
 Research student transfer data requirements for
the school(s) you’re interested in. Find out as much
as possible about what the average accepted GPA
is for transferring students, if you’ll need to take any
specific courses before transferring, etc. The more
you learn about what it takes to be accepted,
the more likely you’ll be to do the work it takes
to get accepted.
 Check (and double-check) the accreditation of the
colleges and universities you’re considering.
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 get

advice.

Make an appointment with your advisor to help you compare
your current curriculum with that of the four-year school of
your choice. If you’re having trouble understanding what’s
expected or how to get it all done, your academic or career
advisor will be the best person to help.

3 semesters before you graduate
 Complete a letter of intent for your selected school,
if requested.
 Familiarize yourself with any deadlines for applications,
transcripts, etc. and mark them on your calendar.
 Obtain letters of recommendation from professors,
professional accounting connections or anyone
else who can speak to your academic and
professional abilities, if the school you’re applying
to requires them.
Asking for a letter of recommendation from your professor
doesn’t start with the actual request. It begins when you
first walk in the classroom. Act professionally and build a
relationship with your professor throughout the semester.
When you do ask for their help, give them plenty of
information about yourself, including a copy of your resume
and accomplishments as well as detailed instructions for
submitting their letter. You’ll also want to give them ample
time — at least two words — to write it.
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2 semesters before you graduate
 Complete courses that will be accepted in your new
school’s curriculum.
 Submit your admission and financial aid
applications as well as all official transcripts.
 Verify there are no financial or administrative holds
on your student records at your current institution.
(This could slow down your transfer process
significantly.)

FINAL WORDS
OF ADVICE
Now that you have the tools you’ll need to
transfer, go forth and make it happen.
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While no two transfer students’ paths will
be identical, this guide provides several key
elements and considerations to help make
the process as smooth as possible. Be sure to
take advantage of all the resources available
to you, including local, state and national
CPA organizations. The AICPA and your state
society can help you connect with practicing
CPAs who have gone through the process
themselves and are eager to help guide you
through it as well.
Transferring to a four-year institution
is a big step that takes a lot of thought and
work. However, it’s a very necessary one
if you’re interested in taking advantage of
all that the accounting (and CPA) profession
has to offer. Good luck in your pursuit of a
fulfilling and financially rewarding career that’s
in high demand — and obtainable for you!
For more resources and support throughout
the process, visit
ThisWayToCPA.com/CommunityCollege.
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Transferring to California
State University

bit.ly/UCTransferRequirements

The California Community Colleges (CCC) Associate in Art for
Transfer (AA-T) and the Associate in Science for Transfer (AS-T)
degrees are two-year Associate degrees that are fully transferable to
the CSU and are no more than 60 semester units or 90 quarter units.

bit.ly/ADegreeGuarantee

Students who meet the CSU’s minimum eligibility requirements
are guaranteed priority admission to a CSU campus, though not
necessarily to a specific campus or major.

bit.ly/ADegreeGuarantee

If you complete 60 semester units (90 quarter units) of general
education and major-specific coursework at a community college
and maintain a 2.0 GPA or higher, you will transfer to a guaranteed
saved spot at a participating four-year university with junior
standing.

Transferring to major: Business
Administration

Contact your transfer center and speak with a counselor to learn
about deadlines and requirements.

Transfer students completing an approved Associate
Degree for Transfer
Required ADT major: Business Administration
Required minimum cumulative GPA: 2.4

Transfer students not completing the ADT:
Required minimum cumulative GPA: 2.5

Required major preparation courses
(grade of “C” or better required):
ACCT 2100 — Principles of Financial Accounting
ACCT 2110 — Principles of Managerial Accounting
ECON 2010 — Principles of Economics I: Microeconomics
ECON 2020 — Principles of Economics II: Macroeconomics

Required General Education courses not covered by
major preparation courses listed above:
 Written Communication
 Oral Communication
 Critical Thinking
 Quantitative Reasoning (Math)
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